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Commitment to deliver
Decmil specialises in providing a diversified range of 
engineering, construction and design services to the 
resources, oil & gas, infrastructure and government 
sectors in Australia and overseas. We are renowned in 
the marketplace for delivering high quality results that 
are cost effective and delivered on time.

Established in 1979, Decmil has sustained remarkable 
patterns of growth for over 35 years. The foundation 
of our success is based on our ability to build strong 
relationships and produce positive outcomes for the 
community stakeholders and our clients.

As a publicly listed company on the Australian Securities 
Exchange (ASX Code: DCG), we are committed to 
maximising returns for our shareholders. We ensure  
that our business operations are undertaken in line  
with our vision and values and comply with our  
regulatory requirements.  

We are committed to ensuring we have the right people 
who are aligned with our vision of being the market 

leader in project delivery. Our teams are highly 
skilled and have worked across multiple projects 
in complex and challenging environments. This 
enables us to maintain operational capacity 
while ensuring the continued safety of our staff, 
workplace and the general public is met.

We have fostered a culture of shared 
success which encourages teamwork, 
strong professional relationships 
and an environment that empowers 
creativity and innovation. We 
transform ideas and innovations into 

creative solutions which create value 
add for our clients. When we 

succeed, then our valued 
clients, partners and 
shareholders also succeed.
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Setting the standard
Decmil operates in three strong business units – under the Decmil Group 
Limited parent company – Construction & Engineering, Accommodation 
Services and Telecommunications Services. With head offices in Perth 
and Brisbane, we are suitably placed to provide services to the whole of 
Australia as well as internationally, to neighbouring countries.

Decmil was founded on a culture of safety, people, leadership, client 
relationships, teamwork and community. Our longevity in the industry has 
been achieved by our commitment to instil a values based culture within 
our organisation. Our values are firmly embedded in all of our processes 
and systems, embodied in the way we conduct all aspects of our business 
and provide a basis of behaviours for our employees by ensuring their 
common goal is aligned with successfully delivering high quality projects to 
our clients.

At Decmil quality means doing the job right the first time, every time.  
To achieve and maintain our position in the market, we work with a set of 
unique Decmil business systems. Our systems have been designed to enable 
our people to meet challenges with flexible, cost-effective and innovative 
solutions. The uniqueness of our systems enables us to practice continuous 
improvement processes as we have the ability to easily adapt to changes  
and enhance our systems to increase effectiveness, relevant to the needs 
and expectations of our clients.

Decmil maintains ISO accreditation and builds to Australian  
standards. In addition, we maintain a set of stringent quality assurance 
policies and hold current registrations with peak industry bodies to 
remain up to date with best industry practice levels.
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Engineering
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Civil Infrastructure
Decmil has significant experience in major civil works 
including bulk earthworks, road construction and 
maintenance, bridgeworks, environmental engineering, 
water and waste water treatment plants.

Through combining a wide range of skills with new and 
unique methods and technologies, Decmil encourages 
value engineering and is able to be innovative in the 
ways in which we deliver projects to ensure budget,  
time efficiencies and safety outcomes are met. 

With our civil infrastructure experience, Decmil provides 
the resources, oil & gas, government and utility sectors 
with an extensive range of services including:

 ◾ Road and bridge works
 ◾ Airstrips, haul roads, access roads
 ◾ Bulk and detailed earthworks
 ◾ Concrete – foundations, walls and structures
 ◾ Retaining structures
 ◾ In-ground services, including stormwater,  

HV/LV and communications
 ◾ Fire
 ◾ GRE piping
 ◾ Environmental remediation
 ◾ Water and waste water treatment plants
 ◾ Process watering and dewatering
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Fuel Infrastructure
Our engineering experience and capabilities are used to deliver a wide 
range of complex fuel infrastructure projects. 

As a leading contractor in Structural, Mechanical and Piping (SMP), Decmil 
provides turnkey tank and fuel facility solutions for refinery conversions, 
terminal builds and upgrades. This includes API 650 tank erection, load 
out facilities, foundations, floor replacements and associated pumps and 
process piping.  

Oil & Gas
Decmil has over 14 years’ experience delivering fabrication and SMP services 
to the oil & gas industry. We are able to provide fully integrated services 
including civil works, fabrication, SMP, Electrical & Instrumentation (E&I) 
and maintenance works. 

Within Queensland’s booming Coal Seam Gas industry, Decmil continues to 
provide leading wellhead installation services and surface facilities.  

Our experienced personnel have an innate understanding of the unique 
challenges associated with oil & gas projects, backed by a history of lessons 
learnt and proven project management systems and processes. 

Our experience in oil & gas encompasses:

 ◾ Fabrication, installation and construction of gas pipelines and plant
 ◾ Processing and infrastructure facilities
 ◾ Upstream CSG surface infrastructure
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Manufacturing & Fabrication
Specialising in manufacturing and fabrication, our 
services include design, fabrication, pre-assembly, 
logistics, installation and maintenance of medium  
to heavy steel alloy components including piping, 
vessels, skids, tanks, pipelines, structural frames and 
galleries, stations and equipment. We also provide 
custom ASME (and AS1210) pressure vessels and 
processing equipment fabrication.

We pride ourselves on our modern fabrication facilities 
and expertise to self-perform the majority of the works 
to deliver a Quality Assured Australian made product. 
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Structural, Mechanical and Piping
We specialise in Structural, Mechanical and Piping (SMP) and Electrical and 
Instrumentations (E&I), offering the resources and skills to execute a wide 
range of projects.

Our expertise includes: 

 ◾ Fabrication and installation of structural steel including pipe racks and 
modularised units

 ◾ Installation, inspection and testing of heavy mechanical equipment 
such as crusher screens, mills, compressors, pumps, agitators, stacks, 
turbines and silos

 ◾ Fabrication and installation, inspection and testing of tanks including 
thickeners, process tanks and storage tanks

 ◾ Fabrication, installation, inspection and testing of above and below-
ground piping systems including carbon and stainless steel, HDPE  
and non-ferrous piping material

 ◾ Cabling, installation, calibration and testing of switchgear and  
control systems

Maintenance
Specialist and general maintenance contracting has been a central service 
of our operations since the company’s inception. Through our many years 
of maintenance experience, Decmil has earned a reputation for delivering 
excellence in maintenance services and ensuring the highest standards  
are achieved. 

Our close relationships developed with strategic partners also provide 
our clients with the benefit of knowledge transfer in delivering advanced 
technologies.

Typical maintenance services cover the following disciplines: 

 ◾ Civil works
 ◾ Building works

 ◾ Infrastructure maintenance 
 ◾ Refurbishment of enclosures, 

tanks, and fuel facilities
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Construction
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Commercial
Decmil specialises in building commercial and  
mixed-use developments from concept design 
management and construction through to 
commissioning. We deliver high quality commercial 
buildings within stringent timeframes and budget 
considerations.

Decmil’s extensive commercial portfolio demonstrates 
quality outcomes to the highest level, delivered  
through the use of a variety of building methods. Our 
relationship with building manufacturers allows us to 
offer more efficient prefabricated modular construction 
options for any size development, along with 
conventional design and construction.

Decmil is experienced in all levels of stakeholder 
engagement and understands the complexities of 
working with diverse groups. We develop project 
specific plans to identify, engage and communicate  
with stakeholders throughout the project lifecycle. 
Decmil has successfully engaged with a wide range  
of stakeholders including private developers, 
government bodies, commuters, Indigenous 
communities, authorities, service providers  
and end users to ensure positive project outcomes 
are satisfied.

Our commercial projects offer flexibility and 
adaptability to ensure that we meet our client’s 
expectations in regards to budget, 
performance and quality. 
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Community and Social Infrastructure
Decmil has designed and built an extensive range of 
community and social infrastructure projects ranging 
from civic centres, libraries, cinemas, sporting facilities, 
gymnasiums and training and education facilities. 
We have enhanced capability with the design and 
construction of Community and Social Infrastructure 
buildings due to our ability and commitment to 
understand the requirements of our clients and  
end users. 

Decmil demonstrates experience in successfully adding 
value during the design stage to ensure the project 
requirements are achieved and an exceptional facility 
is completed with a focus on the health, wellbeing and 
comfort of the end user. We take into consideration 
aspects such as storage, security and access and flow of 
patronage to ensure the infrastructure is practical and 
meets the expectations of our clients. 

Our quality of solutions can be tailored to a variety of 
living styles and behavioural considerations with a focus 
on the health, wellbeing and comfort of the end user.
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Health
Decmil has delivered a variety of Health projects, from small aged care 
facilities through to larger scale projects in remote areas of Australia and 
offshore locations for both private and resource sector clients. 

We have the capability to offer an innovative modular solution that allows 
for standardisation of core components which results in accelerated delivery, 
high quality and ensures the most economical solution is provided.

With specialist in-house design management and delivery teams, Decmil 
has the knowledge and experience to successfully deliver health projects. 
Our team of experts ensure that the design is practical, innovative and cost 
effective in addition to meeting the expectations of all stakeholders involved.

Decmil is committed to creating the best user-centred healthcare facilities 
for patients, staff and visitors alike.

Defence
Decmil has a proud history of delivering projects with the Department 
of Defence in a variety of contract types and delivery methods including 
managing contractor, design and construct, head contract and minor  
works contract. 

Our knowledge of government processes allows us to foster 
partnerships to meet the expected quality, safety, environmental, 
whole of life and security specifications demanded by defence and 
government bodies.

Our strong relationship with the Department of Defence demonstrates 
our capability to manage the construction and commissioning of fully 
operational and secure facilities, optimising the design with 
innovative modular solutions to enable faster construction 
and greater standardisation of core components.
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Accommodation
Decmil prides itself on being one of Australia’s  
leading accommodation and housing specialists,  
having delivered more than 15,000 rooms over the  
last five years.  

Our design and construct experience allows us to  
deliver complete solutions for single storey, double 
storey and medium to high-rise accommodation 
developments. We deliver cost effective results in 
areas such as master planning, services optimisation, 
constructability and staged handover.

Decmil offers a full range of accommodation solutions, 
from temporary facilities through to resort style 
accommodation developments with state of the art 
recreational facilities. Our accommodation capability 
extends to design and delivery of all associated 
infrastructure including utilities and services for both 
Greenfield and Brownfield sites. 

As leaders in the design and construction of innovative 
accommodation solutions, Decmil has developed 
strategic relationships with national and international 
facility management companies. We offer clients 
Build Operate (BO), Build Own Operations (BOO) and 
Build Own Operate and Transfer (BOOT) options. To 
deliver BO, BOO and BOOT projects we obtain facility 

management partners, structure finance, coordinate 
the design and deliver the project. 

Decmil’s design knowledge delivers 
cost savings in a number of areas such 
as service locations, constructability 
and work staging. We provide design 
alternatives and complete fit out of 
facilitates to offer clients 
integrated solutions including 
retrofitting capabilities. 
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Non-Process Infrastructure
Building multi-million dollar Non-Process Infrastructure 
(NPI) has been a key market for Decmil since the 
Company was founded in 1979. 

Decmil has the proven knowledge, experience and 
workforce to deliver complex NPI projects of any size.  
Our experience in delivering design and construct NPI 
projects means that we have the technical knowledge 
and workforce capability to deliver cost effective options 
to our clients. 

We are experts in managing all components of NPI 
including structural steel, electrical and mechanical areas 
in addition to managing all approvals for clients, including 
planning and obtaining building licenses. 

We provide turnkey solutions, specialising in;

 ◾ Fabrication and plant maintenance workshops
 ◾ Rail and vehicle workshops
 ◾ Supply bases and warehouses
 ◾ Control rooms and electrical substations
 ◾ Laboratories and sample preparation buildings
 ◾ Fuel and lube facilities
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E: enquiries@decmil.com.au 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Construction & Engineering West
Corporate Office
20 Parkland Road 
Osborne Park WA 6017

T: +61 8 9368 8877 
F: +61 8 9368 8878

Postal Address: 
PO Box 1233 
Osborne Park WA 6916

QUEENSLAND

Construction & Engineering  East
Homeground Villages
Level 5/60 Edward Street 
Brisbane QLD 4000

T: +61 7 3640 4600 
F: +61 7 3640 4690

Postal Address: 
GPO Box 3098 
Brisbane QLD 4001

Workshop
265 Queensport Rd North 
Murarrie QLD 4172

T: +61 7 3908 4900 
F: +61 7 3908 4955

Homeground Gladstone
101 Calliope River Road 
Calliope QLD 4680

T: +61 7 3640 4645 
F: +61 7 3640 4690

decmil.com.au


